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My Body, My 
Choice: Thanks, 
Supreme Court!
BY ALEXANDRIA GOSEN 
Photo Credit: Rene Elias
Be Safe, Golden Bears!
BY MALIA BRAIEDY
W hile it’s common for a surge of cold and flu cases to arise following the beginning of the school year, this year poses an extra challenge— the Delta Variant. 
First recognized in the u.s. in March 2021, this covid variant has 
proved to be troublesome for the United States, even more so than 
the other variants. The Delta variant also has a record of being 
more severe than other variants and has a higher potential to 
infect those under 18, who were labeled low-risk candidates in the 
beginning portion of the pandemic. In response to the rising number 
of national cases, Concordia University— St. Paul issued a mask 
mandate for students that went into effect as of September 1st and 
has since lessened as of Monday the 27th. 
 Reevaluated biweekly, the mandate detailed that individuals are 
to wear masks in indoor, public areas, but not within resident hall 
rooms, office spaces, or outdoor spaces. Due to this requirement, 
and other policies such as seating charts for contact tracing, in-
person classes can still be held with minimal exposure to the virus, 
allowing for what some would say is a better learning experience. 
 This decision came with various reactions from the students and 
faculty but has overall was made for the greater good of the 
community. As of right now, there have been a total of five positive 
covid cases on campus since August 1st, 2021. Thankfully, these 
cases have been kept to a minimum due to the mandate. According 
to a statement released by Concordia’s Office of Marketing and 
Communications, the University believed that the mandate could 
have been lifted “… early in the fall term…”, provided our case rates 
stay low and our vaccination rates stay high. Their theory has since 
been proven correct. 
 The implementation of masks wasn’t just helpful in regards to 
covid but can help with the upcoming cold and flu season. As 
the weather changes and students are reintroduced to campus, 
the exposure rates of various viral issues can increase. 
 While it’s not required on campus, it’s also highly recommended 
to get vaccinated. Vaccines have been used in the medical world 
since as early as 1000 ce (The College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 
2021), and have helped to produce herd immunity for a plethora of 
diseases— including rabies, tuberculosis, and even the plague. 
Acquiring the variant is still possible while being fully vaccinated, as 
they are not 100% effective, however, the cdc recently reported 
that symptoms among those who are vaccinated differ greatly in 
severity than those who are unvaccinated. This means that those 
with the vaccine have lower hospitalization and death rates, and are 
therefore more protected against the virus. 
 Currently, it’s reported that 70% of csp's student body is fully 
vaccinated, as well as 90% of the faculty. The closer these percent-
ages get to 100%, it’s predicted that the better off our campus 
community is. If you need help finding more information, or even 
a location to get vaccinated, the covid-19 resources page on the 
csp website has a variety of resources, including a vaccine finder, 
a list of covid-19 testing sites, and various updates. 
 csp sent out an email on Monday, September 27th letting the 
school body know that the mask mandate has lessened due to 
the low covid rates and the high percentage of vaccinated 
individuals on campus. That being said, the email did point out 
that non-vaccinated individuals are required to follow the same 
protocols of the mandate while those who have received the 
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A fter a year and a half of uncertainty, Minnesotans prepared for a week of fun as the Minnesota State Fair opened on August 
25th. Attendees were able to experience the fair 
as it has always been with countless food options,  
rides, and activities. Last year, the State Fair was 
unable to open due to the sudden rise of covid-19. 
Luckily, people who purchased tickets to the fair 
last year were able to use them this year. That rule      
most likely helped out increase the number of people 
that visited the fair. 
 This year, the total attendance was almost half 
of what it was in 2019, the last State Fair before 
covid-19, at 1,301,584. The highest attendance day 
throughout the entire week was on Saturday with 
153,953 visitors. Even though there was an obvious 
drop in how many people visited the Minnesota 
State Fair in 2019 versus how many attended this 
year, vendors at the fair were not phased. Multiple 
new attractions even opened up this year, inclu- 
ding a Fraser Sensory Building. Their mission at the 
fair was to create a calming environment at the fair 
for those with sensory issues. This way, people can 
enjoy the fair while not being overwhelmed by all 
the different sights, sounds, and smells at the fair. 
All the attractions this year obviously gained less 
income than previous years. For some vendors, they 
lost almost 40% of what they normally earned at the 
fair. A few vendors even found themselves with half 
of what they normally earn. However, owners of the 
several different activities did not seem to care at all. 
Many were simply happy to be open and running. 
They were excited to get back into giving to those 
who attended the fair and doing what they love. It 
is incredibly heartwarming to see how much all of 
these vendors adore their jobs and what they do.
 Overall, the fair was a total success this year. 
Not necessarily for how much money the vendors 
and fair made, but because the State Fair is back. 
The Minnesota State Fair is such a staple for many 
people, including those who live outside of Minne-
sota. It’s full of fun rides, activities, and booths. Not 
to mention the renowned food that is wonderful to 
eat but not so wonderful to your gut. It’s basically a 
rite-of-passage for every Minnesotan. Being able 
to open the fair and give people from all over the 
chance to enjoy all the fair has to give is amazing. It 
gives hope to many that we will be able to go back 
to some sort of normalcy. 
Two Kinds of America
BY RYAN SKILLE 
H ere we are, in autumn of 2021, twenty-three months into the most substantial worldwide event that has happened in our lifetimes. While talking about covid-19 has become old news, the virus itself still rages across 
the globe. The highly contagious delta variant, which became prominent over 
the past summer, is showing that coronavirus still has a death grip on the entire   
planet, with the cdc reporting some 600,000 deaths in America in the past month 
alone. Dr. Anthony Fauci, the Surgeon General of the United States, told cnn on 
their state of the union, “It's kind of like we have two kinds of America. We have the 
very vulnerable unvaccinated part, and we have the really relatively protected 
vaccinated part, so if you were vaccinated, you were really in a very different cate-
gory than someone who's not vaccinated.” This statement is based on the evidence 
from the ucla School of Nursing that a staggering 99% of individuals who are 
currently being hospitalized for covid-19 in America are unvaccinated. 
 Fauci shows frustration at the persistent hesitancy to get vaccinated. While he 
had hoped that the rise of the delta variant, which now accounts for about 83% of 
all covid-related hospitalizations, would cause more individuals to want to get 
vaccinated, that is unfor-
tunately not the case. Fauci 
claims that leaders are 
“practically pleading” with 
their populations to get 
vaccinated. "What I would 
really like to see is more 
and more of the leaders in 
those areas that are not 
vaccinating to get out and 
speak out and encourage 
people to get vaccinated," Fauci told cnn. "I was very heartened to hear people 
like Steve Scalise come out and say, ‘hey, we need to get vaccinated.’" According  
to the cdc, the current rate of vaccination for eligible individuals in America is 
about 57% of adults over the age of twelve. This number is promising, but clearly, 
the hospitals still have plenty of unvaccinated patients that they have to find room 
for. Fauci believes that some of the local leaders have finally started to take the 
virus seriously, which is imperative to eventually eradicating the virus altogether. 
Even individuals like Gov. Ron DeSantis of Florida, who previously touted some 
divisive opinions about covid-19, are starting to turn a new leaf and recommend 
that their residents get vaccinated.
 Because of the ominous ever-present severity of the virus that still continues to 
this day, Fauci has started suggesting that even vaccinated people may want to 
wear a mask in crowded indoor public spaces. "The cdc agrees with that ability 
and discretion capability to say, you know, you're in a situation where we're  
having a lot of dynamics of infection," Fauci explained. "So even if you are vaccinated, 
you should wear a mask." That being said, Fauci also said that he believes the 
decision should be a local one – each individual or business should be able to 



































Fauci claims that leaders are 
"practically pleading" with their 
populations to get vaccinated.
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O n sep 10, 2021 women in America were shaken to their core when Texas passed the near-total abortion ban. This is a law that 
illegalizes any abortion six weeks after a woman’s 
last menstrual cycle including instances of rape and 
incest.  The way the law is designed relies on snitchy 
civilians. According to Texas Tribune, Texas was 
attempting to incentivize the public into reporting 
women who get abortions to the authorities. Any 
person who proves their case is guaranteed a $10,000 
cash reward. 
 This law is opprobrious. It disregards women as 
people. It disregards our right to our own bodies. It 
disregards us. This law goes beyond personal belief 
and the question of “where does life start.”  Why is this 
the case? It completely removes consent.  
 Pro-life is all about sustaining life. Which is incredibly 
noble. I understand wanting to encourage life, and 
babies are super cute.  However, when it comes to 
sustaining life, consent is crucial. I am an organ donor. 
So, if someone is in a fatal accident, and I just so 
happen to have died, my organs can go to that person 
to help keep them kicking a little longer. However, if I 
was not an organ donor, it would be illegal to collect 
organs from a corpse without their living consent. 
Texas, why can your dead consent to life, but the 
attacked women can't?  
 Of course, who cares if a woman doesn’t want to 
keep the child. She can just put it up for adoption, 
right? They’ll get adopted! Happy families everywhere. 
Well, according to adoptuskids.org, there are over 
400,000 kids in foster care waiting to be adopted. 
This also doesn’t consider the amount of bodily and 
mental trauma women experience during pregnancy 
especially an unwanted one. 
 It turns out that the Supreme Court agrees with me. 
The Biden Justice Department has sued Texas stating 
that the law, “prevents women from exercising their 
constitutional rights by thwarting judicial review for as 
long as possible.”
 Abortion is not an easy decision to make for any 
woman. It can be an invasive and painful process. But 
the choice a woman makes is between her and her 
body. If you know any woman getting an abortion try 
to keep your nose out of her business. Disapprove 
from afar. Pray for her if you want. But her choices are 
between her and God--not you and not Texas. 
My Body My Choice: 
Thanks, Supreme Court! 
BY ALEXANDRIA GOSEN 
F or years, going back to school had always been something students looked forward to ina way. Sure, going to school wasn’t everyone’s
new clothes, and seeing your friends every day 
was definitely something to look forward to. Even 
stores know that as there are always so many back 
to school sales everywhere. I remember going to 
St. Cloud and scouring through the entire mall. We 
would stop at so many stores to get a back-to-school 
outfit, new supplies, and maybe, if I was good, a new 
pair of shoes. It was such a fun day, and I will always 
remember them. I know others share that sentiment 
as well. Nowadays, especially with covid in the mix, it 
seems the hype has died down a bit. This is completely 
understandable due to all the uncertainty surrounding 
school. Personally, when we were fully masked all last 
year, I wasn’t super excited about college. The 
previous school year, America and almost the entire 
world went on lockdown, and students were all 
moved to online school. Going to college directly 
after months filled with fear and concern was something 
I was a little scared to do. I’m sure students across 
the world felt the same as well, whether they were 
going into college or not. csp did a wonderful job 
of getting people involved as much as possible 
last year, though. Now this year with the Delta variant 
popping up, things seemed to have the possibility of 
going in the same direction. I don’t think the back-to-
school hype is totally gone. Most people are going to 
always be a little bit excited. However, with all the 
new guidelines and worries, it’s going to be difficult 
for everyone to get totally hyped. Hopefully, as things 
start going back to how they used to be, I’m sure 
the hype will go back up. There might always be a 
little bit of hesitance. That’s to be expected with how 
terrifying this past year has been. We’re always going 
to have that little worry in the back of our heads that 
the virus may rise back up, or another virus will take 
over. However, things have definitely been starting 
to clear up. I really do believe that after a while, and 
when people begin to regain the confidence they 
used to have, the ‘hype’ that used to surround school 




fter many long, long months of waiting, 
multiple opportunities for Americans to get the 
covid-19 vaccination have arrived. However, 
the debate throughout this country about whether 
or not people should get the vaccine has been a 
continuous headline on news sources everywhere. 
Obviously, as with most debates, there are multiple 
situations to each side. There are people who 
cannot get the vaccine due to religious or health 
reasons, which is something I personally can un-
derstand. My look on this topic is that as many 
people as possible should get the vaccine. Sure, 
there are going to be outliers of people who physical-
ly can’t get the vaccine, but if you have the chance to, 
you should. I am fully vaccinated and so many worries 
I had before are much smaller now. I personally am 
at a higher risk if I were to contract the virus, so having 
some sort of protection is such a relief. I don’t like 
going into things without having done my research, 
and while of course there are many cases of the 
vaccine going wrong, the benefits and successful 
cases out-do them completely in my opinion. Many 
of the worries people have against the vaccine have 
been proven false, and even the cdc has gone 
through a lot of the myths and debunked them. Not 
to mention the Pfizer vaccine has recently been 
fda approved which gives it a whole new level of 
safety. If we as a country can build any level of  
immunity to the virus, it’s in our best interest to do so. 
Then, not only can we go on with our lives as normal, 
but also give resources and hope to countries who 
are facing even greater battles with covid than most. 
So far, over half of America has been vaccinated 
and we can already see a difference in the number 
of cases, even with the new Delta variant arising. 
It’s understandable to see such a big debate arise, 
though. This past year has been absolutely terrifying, 
so having doubts and concerns is totally normal. This 
is a new era of new worries and norms. Giving grace 
to people is the best thing we as people can do. 
However, if it can get us any closer to saving the lives 
of thousands of people, I believe the best bet is to 
take the risk for the better of our country and 




So far, over half of America has 
been vaccinated and we can 
already see a difference in the 
number of cases, even with the 
new Delta variant arising.
Going to college directly after 
months filled with fear and concern 
was something I was a little scared 
to do. I’m sure students across the 
world felt the same.
OPINION
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H as the preppy style really faded out? If so, can the preppy style make a comeback? What exactly is the preppy look, and what all 
does it have to offer? The preppy look refers to a 
fashion style centered around the aesthetic of being 
a young college student. When thinking about preppy 
fashion the first thing that might come to mind may be 
plaid skirts and polo shirts. It can be argued that not
many people wear items associated with the typical 
preppy style, leading some to believe that the fashion 
style has died out. When thinking of the modern-
day college aesthetic, some may visualize oversized 
university sweaters, noisy lanyards, and brightly 
colored crocs. Over time, the typical college aesthetic 
has changed from skirts to sweats, polos to cropped 
t-shirts. Since the college aesthetic itself has evolved 
into something new, it would only make sense that 
the fashion style surrounding the college student 
aesthetic would change as well.   
 The preppy style can take on many different 
looks depending on each individual student’s 
life. Depending on an individual’s personal style and 
flair, different clothing items can represent what the 
preppy look is to them. With individual flair incor-
porated into each person’s idea of the preppy look, 
this particular style can offer insight into the unique 
lives of each individual and their personal experiences 
with attending university. Particular pieces included in 
a student’s style can reflect the sport they play, what 
clubs they participate in, and even in some cases 
what their field of study is. Different locations, clubs, 
sports, and even majors can play a role in what cre-
ates the preppy style in a particular atmosphere.
 The preppy style is adapting to the ever-changing 
culture of college life. To some, being preppy is wearing 
a t-shirt with their school mascot on it. To others, the 
preppy style is wearing a school jersey or wearing 
their university colors while carrying a matching lanyard. 
While the style may not always consist of what is 
typically considered preppy, that does not mean that 
this style has gone out of fashion. As a result of the 
flexibility of this fashion style, the preppy look offers 
insight into the different variations of what college life 
looks like for each individual scholar and what their 
personal college experience consists of. After taking 
all of this into account, it is safe to say that the preppy 
style is making a comeback.
Is the Preppy Style 
Making a Comeback? 
BY AALIYAH RATLIFF
S treaming services are the future of television. Looking back, maybe about ten years ago, it would be ludicrous to imagine 
binging shows. No matter the genre or network, 
shows aired weekly. That was the Hollywood code, 
established and upheld since the sixties. But then 
Netflix came along and binging became the norm. 
Netflix’s idea was a stroke of genius. By severely 
cutting prices, a fifteen-dollar plan is much better 
than a Comcast cable plan. By releasing seasons
at once instead of episodes, Netflix has targeted 
the one thing that people lack: an attention span. 
It makes sense. Would you rather watch a show 
weekly or binge it in three hours? Netflix’s plan was 
a foolproof method to end the age of cable. No one 
really mentioned it because it was an underly-
ing current, Netflix was an outlier because there 
was more to television than tv shows, movies, and 
documentaries. What about sporting events? The 
Super Bowl? The nba Finals? You can’t binge-watch 
live events right?
 You can’t, but the pandemic shifted the minds of big 
television networks. For the first time since the 
twenties, people were forced to stay home. No work, 
no events, and no travel gateways. All they had 
was their streaming services, and it took off. I finally 
Is TV Fully Making a Transition to 
Streaming Services?
BY KACIE DUNCAN 
I f you’re anything like me, you’ve had some low points throughout your life. Some of those low points, you may have noticed, come during 
different seasons. While seasonal associated depres-
sion (sad) is not something that’s unheard of, most 
people only think of it in terms of applying to 
the winter months. Though we have all probably 
heard the term “summertime blues,” I don’t think 
many of us have actually considered if they’re a 
real thing. I’m here to tell you that they indeed are 
a real thing. According to a blog post by uci Health 
published in 2019, titled “Summertime blues are 
really a thing,” summertime blues – as the title sug-
gests – are very much a real thing, and they fall into 
the sad category just as winter depression does. 
While summer depression is not as common as win-
ter depression, it still exists. According to the uci 
Health article, summer depression (or summertime 
blues) can stem from quite a few different things. 
With summer activities and changes in schedules, 
people find themselves sleeping less and/or less 
consistently. This can then cause anxiety, which can 
lead to many other problems. In my own opinion, I 
think social media and personal expectations play 
Sometimes I Don’t Like the Sun
BY KACIE DUNCAN 
bought the Disney Plus bundle during quarantine, 
and I watched several Pixar movies in one sitting. 
Never underestimate the power of binge-watching. 
The pandemic also showed major corporations like 
Disney and hbo to move many of their programs to 
the streaming apps, and they did not look back. 
Wonder Woman 1984 and Black Widow were avai-
lable in theaters and in their respective services. 
Disney also added espn to the bundle which means 
live coverage of the playoffs. I think we’ve all heard 
that Hulu has live sports. 
 Television has shifted throughout the ages, and 
we’re in the middle of a new shift. Streaming services 
are convenient, cheaper, and also contain exclusive 
content. You could watch Shang Chi in the theatres, 
but where else could you watch Loki except on the 
streaming service? It’s not a question of if but when 
will television fully transfer over to streaming 
services? I bought my Xfinity cable package in 2013, 
but I haven’t watched cable since the 2018 nba 
Playoffs. Times are changing, and while the pan-
demic has brought a halt to many places, it has 
also accelerated the growth of streaming services. 
So when you kick back and decide on Hulu or 
Netflix, don’t forget to send your boy the logins. 
OPINION
a big role in the summertime blues as well. I know 
for me it was always in the summer that I felt myself 
comparing people’s lives to my own the most. It’s so 
easy to feel down on yourself or as if you’re missing 
out when you see everyone living some amazing, ad-
venturous summer. It’s easy to feel left out or seclud-
ed if you’re working all summer or simply don’t have 
people to go to Mexico with. I think it’s also worth 
noting that sometimes we don’t know the reason for 
our blues or our depression, and that’s okay too. If 
there’s anything to take away from this, it’s that we 
should all feel comfortable reaching out to someone 
no matter the season, no matter the reason. I’m sure 
anyone reading this has heard a speech mumbled 
about sas (Student Accessibility Services), but as a 
student, and as someone who has struggled with 
depression for the last seven years of my life, I’m go-
ing to tell you about it again. Our school has people 
to talk to – even during the summer! Whether you’re 
struggling with crippling anxiety and/or depres-
sion or you simply aren’t feeling like your best self, I 
encourage you to reach out. All of us could use a little 
help every now and again, so take it. 
The preppy style is adapting to 
the ever-changing culture of 
college life.
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CSP Women’s Soccer: What You Need to Know for this Upcoming Season
BY MALIA BRAIEDY
A fter a canceled Fall 2020 season, Con-cordia St. Paul’s Women’s Soccer Team is ready to get back both in the classroom and 
on the soccer pitch. In preparation for this return, 
the team has been plenty busy during their off-sea-
son, especially considering the addition of sixteen 
new players to the roster since the Fall 2019 season. 
With a longer preseason and a variety of activities, 
such as weekend retreats, team family dinners, and 
even axe throwing on their last road trip, Coach   
Steve Bellis, 11th-year head coach for the Golden 
Bears, says that the team has “had a blast with tons 
of activities to help them connect as a new group.”
 This new group, according to Bellis, contains a 
mix of both experience and youth, with a roster 
spanning from the recently added freshman Britta-
ny Bordson, a new starter for the Golden Bears, 
to super senior Cayla Renwick, who was recently 
awarded nsic Defensive Player of the Week. In 
regards to players to watch for, Bellis states that while 
there are too many to mention, three have caught his 
eye. Their current top goal scorer, Katie Anderson, 
one of their team captains and starting defender, Tori 
Miller, and a cohesive and creative midfielder, Jena 
Berkland. He also stated that his current roster holds 
a degree of diversity when it comes to talents and 
strengths. He spoke of the balance that this team 
possesses, explaining that “we have players who 
are very technical on the ball, understand our tactics, 
have a good physical side to their game and 
soccer IQs to match.”  
 Overall, this seems like it’ll be quite the season 
for the Golden Bears, as they’re also coming off of 
an nsic Regular Season Championship, an nsic 
Tournament Runner-Up recognition, and making it to 
the second round of the ncaa Central Region 
Tournament pre-covid. Clearly, there are some big 
shoes to fill for the new players, but they’ve alrea-
dy proved that they can step up to the challenge. 
 The Golden Bears had no trouble breaking 
down Rockhurst University in their home opener 
this past weekend, tying the program’s second-
best win in program history with an ending score of 
7-0. This included two goals by nsic's offensive 
player to watch for Concordia, Katie Anderson. This 
also included a lot of firsts for the season, including 
the first goals of the season for Jessica Timpane, Jena 
Berkland, Corynn Grabau, Sammy Ponsonby, and 
Bethany Weller, as well as a first career shutout for 
Goalkeeper Jessi Jordan. 
 This weekend, the Golden Bears will begin con- 
ference play by facing Augustana, who was ranked 
second in the nsic's Preseason Coaches’ Poll. In 
regards to this game, Coach Bellis states that while 
Augustana is a well-coached competitor, the Golden 
Bears have plenty of confidence after last weekend's 
results and a few tweaks defensively.   
 If you can’t make it out to watch this riveting 
match, a livestream will be airing at 4 p.m. Central 
Time on Friday, September 17th on nsic's net-
work website. Good luck to this talented squad, and 
go Golden Bears!
Saints Stadium Loss to Hurricane Ida
BY ERIKKA LANGEMO
F rom august 26 to September 4, a terrifying category 4 hurricane, named Hurricane Ida, ravaged the Gulf Coast. Many areas surrounding the coast were hit extremely hard, suffering from countless damages and, 
sadly, 116 casualties. One of the places hit was the state of Louisiana. Residing 
in Louisiana is their football team, the New Orleans Saints and their well-known 
stadium. Luckily, the stadium was not damaged severely during the hurri-
cane. However, there is still controversy surrounding what they should do next. 
Football season has already begun, and the National Football League is 
marching into week 2. Since the stadium wasn’t too badly damaged, fans 
predict that a majority of their games will be able to be played in the stadi-
um. However, others envision they may have to find a new venue to hold games. 
Already, the Saints’ game against the Green Bay Packers had been moved 
to the Jacksonville stadium, a neutral playing ground. Still, fans hope that the 
game against the New York Giants will be able to be played at the Saints’ 
home on October 3. Another reason why some people are concerned about 
whether or not the stadium can host games is because while the stadium 
itself managed to evade any damages, the city itself suffered terrible destruc-
tion. After the hurricane hit, the power went out citywide. This caused a lot 
of difficulties. Without good power running throughout the entire city, it was 
already hard for life to move on as normal. It would be extremely difficult to 
figure out how to power an entire stadium safely. It has become a big topic 
for sports fans. For now, the Saints are practicing in Texas at the at&t Stadi-
um, which is the home of the Dallas Cowboys. They will remain there for an 
uncertain amount of time. Right now, things are definitely looking better for 
the New Orleans Saints though because their stadium didn’t suffer too many 
damages. It’s a waiting game for not only the players of the team but also 
the fans. For fans living in or near New Orleans, this time of year is always 
enjoyable. Being able to go to the games, especially after a hard year of 
covid, is a wonderful pastime for them. Having the uncertainty of whether 
or not they will have this season at home is extremely unfortunate.  Recently, 
in the beginning of the year, the Saints’ stadium had a major upgrade. They 
removed interior ramps and replaced them with elevators and escalators to 
make it more accessible. They also took one area once used as a parking lot 
to create a large kitchen and food service area. They’re very lucky that the 
stadium avoided too much damage.
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Football Feature – Conner Cordts
BY MAKI JENNER
S ea foam stadium was able to host our Golden Bear football team for the first time after losing their season last year due to the 
covid-19 outbreak. Losing a full season of a sport 
can be extremely difficult, especially as an ncaa ath-
lete, but the boys put in the work all year despite 
not being able to test their hard work. 
 Freshman quarterback, Conner Cordts, was just 
one of the players who lost their season due to the 
pandemic, and as an out-of-state member of the 
football team, being at csp with no football made 
it much harder, but he knew he had to stay motiva-
ted if he was going to return in 2021 as qb1.
 “I think the biggest thing that motivated me 
personally is the fact that the reason I’m in Minnesota 
is to play football. I'm originally from Peoria, Arizona, 
so I’m obviously really far from my family. But not having 
a season motivated me to continue to work hard 
and learn the offense so that way I could have an 
opportunity to win the starting job, and make my 
family proud back home,” Cordts said. 
 As the 2021 pre-season started to roll around, 
the boys were back on campus and ready to hit the 
ground running. They opened the 2021 season 
against Winona St. where they struggled to connect 
as a team. However, they were able to turn that 
around and get their first win of the season at home. 
 You never want to start a season with a big loss, 
and the Golden Bears knew they had to get back to 
work if they wanted to get the win for their home 
opener. On September 11th, the Bears were to take 
on the Upper Iowa Peacocks, and what a redemp-
tion game they had. 
 “Losing to Winona really opened our eyes. It moti-
vated us to work on our areas of improvement. We 
didn’t have any lackadaisical moments in practice 
and brought some intensity everyday in preparing 
for the game. We knew we never wanted to feel like 
how we felt after that loss [against Winona],” Cordts said. 
 Cordts knows that there is no “I” in team, and he 
understands that his team has his back regardless. 
Coming in as a freshman qb is one thing, but to have 
to miss a year and welcome in a new class of talen-
ted athletes is another. It can be stressful to keep up 
and take your game to the next level after missing 
a year of competition. Having to compete for your 
spot can be tough, but Cordts was not settling for 
anything less, and it paid off.
 “I’m thankful to have an offensive line that has 
some experience that I trust and keeps me calm in 
the pocket. Also, I have skilled WRs to throw the 
ball to, and some of the best running backs in the NSIC. 
Also, my coaching staff allows me to give input in 
the game plan so I’m confident in the plays I’m 
running,” Cordts said. 
 The Bears took the win 24-6 and Cordts was able 
to go 20-27 in passing with 259 yds and two touchdowns. 
He has undoubtedly started to make a name for him-
self on the field and showed that one bad weekend 
means nothing to him and his goals for this season.
 This game was only game number two of the season, 
and the Bears have nine more games in the regular 
season to represent the csp football team. The student 
body and people in the csp community are so thril-
led to see that Golden Bear football is back, and Cordts 
knows that this is just the start. 
 “This win was huge for our team and our confidence. 
It showed that we know we can score points and 
get stops on D. Now we need to carry this momentum 
on to next week,” Cordts said.
 It is week by week for the csp football team, but 




T he tokyo “2020” Olympics were definitely one to remember; however, it may not be for just the sporting events. The United States 
took home the most medals out of every competing 
country this year, beating out China by 25 medals. 
There were 17 Minnesotans who competed in the 
Tokyo Olympics. Additionally, there was some seri-
ous controversy involving running these Olympic 
events during the pandemic.
 The u.s. took home 113 medals this past Olympic 
season with 39 gold medals, 41 silver medals, and 
33 bronze medals, which is the highest number of 
medals within each category. The u.s. beat out 
China with only a single gold medal, nine silver med- 
als, and 15 bronze medals. Five Minnesotans 
achieved gold medals in Tokyo - Bowe Becker 
(swimming), Napheesa Collier (basketball), Sylvia 
Fowles (basketball), Suni Lee (gymnastics), Gable 
Steveson (wrestling), and an honorable mention 
for Jordan Thompson (volleyball) who needed to step 
on the sidelines, but still was a part of the u.s.
team who won gold. Suni Lee is one athlete to spotli-
ght. Lee is connected to Minnesota through St. 
Paul, and she competed and won overall champion 
in women's gymnastics. The Tokyo Olympics was 
her first experience competing in the event, and she 
is the first Hmong-American athlete to compete, 
let alone to win.
 The Olympics held many successes for the United 
States; however, there were also many controver-
sies in and around the Olympics from the head of the 
international Olympic committee. Discrepancies with 
calling the people from Japan “Chinese people”, the 
severe outbreaks of covid-19 for the athletes and the 
locals, and Japan being forced to hold the Olympics 
despite wanting to postpone it further to limit covid in 
Japan are just a few to note. President Thomas Bach 
said on the first day of the Olympics, “Our common 
target is safe and secure games for everybody; for the 
athletes, for all the delegations, and most importantly 
also for the Chinese people — Japanese people.” This 
caused a miniature uproar within the Japanese me- 
dia talking about the blatant disrespect the Olympics 
committee has shown towards the Japanese people. 
Another example of this disrespect is not following the 
wishes of the country to postpone the Olympics 
another year to protect their elderly population. The 
committee evoked their right to hold it due to a 
contract signed before the covid-19 pandemic. 
Finally, due to the partying of the athletes, fans, and 
Olympic committee members caused another spike 
in covid-19 cases in Japan. This caused some athletes 
to be forced to be sent back home without com- 
peting, harming their chances to achieve a medal 
at the Olympic games.
 The Tokyo “2020” Olympics was one for the 
history books between the u.s. taking the majority 
of the medals in each category, the first Hmong-
American athlete competing and winning gold, and 
finally the general controversy of the event.
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Is it Finally the Viking's Year?
BY THOMAS PRESNALL
F or anyone who knows football, they know that there’s usually one or two teams that can threaten to knock off the favorite to win the 
division. In the nfc North, that team is the Vikings. 
Although the Chicago Bears are the longtime rivals 
of the Green Bay Packers, it is the Vikings who 
are the true threat to the team from Wisconsin-          
for good reason. 
The Vikings boast an impressive roster with a 
proven quarterback in Kirk Cousins, a halfback, Dalvin 
Cook, who is a big play waiting to happen, and two 
deadly wideouts with the savvy veteran, Adam 
Theilen, and the second year wonder, Justin Jefferson. 
On the defensive side of the ball, safety Harrison Smith, 
middle linebacker, Eric Kendricks, and edge rusher 
Danielle Hunter form the core of that group, compli-
mented by aging veterans in the recently re-
turned Everson Griffen and former all-pro Patrick 
Peterson. On paper, the squad looks ready to not 
only contend with the best in their division but the 
entire nfc conference as well.
There is one glaring weak spot that many are 
skeptical about: the offensive line. Three of the spots 
are locked down with above-average talent show-  
casing Brian O’Neill, Garrett Bradbury, and Ezra       
Cleveland at tackle, center, and guard respecti-      
vely. If the Vikings hoped that their two rookies, 
Christian Darrisaw and Wyatt Davis, both of whom 
were drafted in the first three rounds of the nfl Draft, 
would fill in the remaining spots, then they were 
sorely mistaken. Veterans Rashod Hill and Olisaeme-
ka Udoh started at the remaining spots along a 
line that was bullied by the Bengals defensive line 
during the Viking’s first regular-season game. 
Darrisaw is one who might irk Viking fans. As a 
first-round offensive tackle pick, expectations are 
extremely high for the rookie from Virginia Tech. 
Every good team needs a great left tackle to keep 
the quarterback’s blindside clean, and Darrisaw 
needs to prove that he can do that against the likes of 
Za’Darius Smith (Packers) and Khalil Mack (Bears), two 
of the most feared edge rushers in the nfc North. 
After all, the game of football boils down to protecting 
your team’s quarterback and getting to the opponents. 
Besides Darrisaw and Davis, there aren’t too many 
rookies to note. The roster is already well constructed 
and Michael Zimmer has proven to be an above-aver-
age coach with a knack for calling defense. All that fans 
want now, besides beating the Lions, Bears, and 
Packers, is to prove that the Vikings are as good as 
their roster says they are and that they are legitim- 
ate contenders in their conference along with the 
Buccaneers, Packers, and 49ers.
They went 7-9 last year, ending the season with 
three losses and a single win in their final game of the 
season against the Detroit Lions. Putting aside the 
heartbreaking loss to the Bengals this past Sunday, 
this season will not be easy by any means. Six of  the 
teams they are scheduled to play were in the playoffs 
last season, and teams like the Carolina Panthers,    
the la Chargers, and Arizona Cardinals won’t be any 
easier, as they made significant improvements to  
their rosters in the offseason. At this point, it’s easy to 
give them four wins as they will no doubt beat both 
the Bears and Lions. It remains to be seen if they can 
steal a game from Green Bay like they did last year, 
but there’s a good chance they might if Aaron Rogers 
plays like he did last Sunday. As for the rest of the 
season, going 8-9 seems like a reasonable prediction 
given that they are about to play a tough stretch of 
games against the Cardinals, Seahawks, and Browns. 
Barring any serious injury or if the offensive line finally 
comes together, this team is a playoff team. All that 
remains to be seen is if they can actually make it happen.
Timberwolves Update
BY HAMZA ISMAIL
T he timberwolves are in a state of free fall. Despite having two All-Stars in Karl Anthony Towns and D’angelo Russell, they still managed 
to get the number one pick last year. Although, 
to be fair, the season was plagued by injuries and 
the coaching staff changed. What’s new for the 
Timberwolves? Quite a lot of things.
 The Ben Simmons rumor has to top the list for any 
Wolves fan and even for the Wolves organization. 
Ben Simmons is an enigma for his lack of shooting, 
but he brings so much to the table that the Wolves 
need. For starters, the Wolves are horrible on defense. 
Karl has improved his shot blocking, and Edwards 
is athletic enough to play good defense, but the team 
overall is lackluster on that end. According to the 
nba, the Timberwolves were ranked twenty-fifth in 
defense rating. There are only thirty nba teams. 
Simmons was on defensive tear last regular season, 
and his addition could be what fills in the hole. An-
other upside to a Ben Simmon trade would be that 
he would fit much better with Karl Anthony Towns 
than Embiid. kat is a much better three point shooter 
and a pick and pop game between the two would 
give defenses nightmares. 
 This is all hypothetical, and a successful trade 
means keeping D’Angelo, Anthony Edwards, and 
Karl Anthony Towns which doesn’t seem likely. The 
Timberwolves do have enough pieces to threaten 
a playoff position. Anthony Edwards is a streaky shoot-
er, but his scoring and basketball iq is increasing 
with every game. D’Angelo Russel took the Brook-
lyn Nets to the sixth seed in the 2018-2019 season. 
Karl Anthony Towns is a top three center in the league. 
Add a defensive maestro in Patrick Beverly, a three 
point specialist in Malik Beasely, and the Wolves could 
push ahead for the eighth spot.
 What the Wolves need is health and consisten-
cy. Russel and Towns lost a lot of time last season.   
When two of the best players are out due to injury, 
it’s hard to plug in their void. Injuries are a part of 
sports, and it honestly comes down to luck. A lot 
of teams this past postseason fell out due to injury. 
The most concerning aspect right now is the culture.   
Great teams build a winning culture from the ground 
up, and the Timberwolves don’t have a winning ped-
igree. The addition of Pattrick Beverly will surely add 
a fire to the team’s spirit, but it falls on the players, 
coaches, and management, to help build winning 
habits everyday. The Warriors threatened the eighth 
spot due to Steph Curry’s scoring outburst, and the 
team framework that helped new additions to get 
quickly acclimated to the team’s framework. The West 
is tough, but if the Wolves compete hard every game 
and are healthy, I think we’ll be going to the Staples 
Center to watch the playoffs live. It wouldn’t hurt 





T he concordia saint paul eSports program has had some major changes in this new semester.    Not only has it been moved out of the athletic department and into student life, but they have also hired a new head coach for the program, and have added a new game to their roster.
csp is not the first college to move its eSports program from athletics to student life. Student life offers more 
freedom, such as the ability to play any titles that people want to compete in, participate in any tourna-
ments offered throughout the school year, and finally, they can accept sponsorship from companies other 
than just Coca-Cola. This change may seem like it would ruin the program’s ability to recruit members; 
however, there has been an intense recruitment initiative by the new head coach of the program, Coach 
Tyler Pauly. Coach Pauly is an amazing addition to the eSports team, which currently consists of Jake Wakem, 
Daniel Carter, and Coach John Bode. 
There have been many recruits coming into the program, a rough estimate of new players would be about 
14 people. These new recruits are spread throughout the six teams in the program. These six games are    
the five returning games which are Overwatch, Hearthstone, League of Legends, Rocket League, and, Super 
Smash Bros, alongside the newest addition to the roster, Valorant. Valorant is Riot’s new team-based, first-  
person shooter that has taken the gaming world by force. It has been a popular title and a hot topic the past 
year with a large number of requests to offer the title on the eSports roster. For any information on these 
teams, go to www.cspbears.com/sports/esports to take a look at news about the teams, their rosters, how to 
join a team, and the teams’ game schedule. If you have any free time to watch their games, feel free to join  
the stream at twitch.tv/cspbears. No matter how much the program for eSports changes, there will always     
be a focus on the students within the program, providing quality streams for anyone interested in watching 
them play, and getting players and new titles in to allow as many people to participate in the program as possible.
SPORTS
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A Starry Night
BY ALEXANDRIA GOSEN
F or the next few months, the immersive exhibitof renowned artist Vincent Van Gogh is in Minneapolis. Van Gogh is easily one of the most 
beloved artists of all time. He is most famous for the
painting Starry Night, but he painted several more. A
part of the charm that comes with his art is the 
knowledge that, in his lifetime, he was a failure. Of 
the 900 paintings he created, only one ever sold 
in his lifetime. 
The immersive exhibit is an opportunity to surround 
oneself with the vibrant colors, lively brush strokes, 
and famous faces of Van Gogh's life. All 900 paintings 
have been animated into a show and put to a musical 
score. In many ways, this exhibit was a ballet for art. 
The animations added life to the paintings: windmills 
turned, flowers grew, the sun would rise and set on a 
long work day. 
 The exhibit is held at the Lighthouse Minneapolis. 
The venue itself was quite nice. However, parking 
was a pain. It felt as though they were trying to 
ensure the only way to park was to pay for valet. After 
you get past the ticket booth, you walk into a room 
with a rental Van Gogh cushion, sit on the ground and 
watch the aforementioned show on the big screen. 
The room was empty of furniture aside from two 
mirror prisms and a few benches– for the most part, 
everyone was on the floor. 
There are two exhibits, the first show begins with 
unsettling music and Van Gogh’s sketches of flies. 
Eventually the music settles and the art and animation 
turn calming and psychedelic. The brush strokes 
danced across the screen and saturated the audience
in the light. It was absolutely breathtaking. The 
experience absolutely captivated Van Gogh’s love for
the simple life and the world around him. Though 
my love of his work increased tenfold, I will not be 
returning to this exhibit anytime soon. 
I made the choice to get a “fancier” ticket as 
opposed to just GA. This ticket resulted in about $100.
It came with a rental cushion for the show and an 
exclusive poster.  While both of those were great, and 
the first exhibit was enjoyable, the second exhibit 
was the exact same show. The only difference is that 
the show also projected onto the floor, so it appeared 
as though you were standing on the paintings. The 
second exhibit was ridiculously underwhelming. Sure, 
it was cool, but I had literally just seen it in the room 
before. They are honest about the fact that it is 
the same show, but they advertise it as a different 
experience. The experience was not worth the ticket. 
Again, the show was not bad. It just was not as 
amazing as all the photos and videos make it seem. 
If you love art, definitely go. I just highly recommend 
only purchasing general admission tickets, lowering 
your expectations, and if you do not like valet parking, 
just Uber/Lyft your way to the Lighthouse Minneapolis.
SPORTS/ARTS & VARIETY
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CSP Volleyball Team Earns #1 Rank
BY MAKI JENNER
C oncordia st. paul’s division two athle- tics have been around since 1999, and one sport has always stood out as being a const- 
ant powerhouse for the Golden Bears; volleyball. 
The Bears volleyball team made their initial mark in 
2003 when they made the ncaa tournament for the 
very first time. Since then, they have had 17 tournament 
appearances, including   nine national championships. 
The Bears volleyball team went into the 2021 
pre-season with the #2 ranking in the nation for division 
two, and they were quickly able to move up to the 
number one spot. With the 2021 season underway, the 
girls know what it means to be a CSP Golden Bear. 
“It's a privilege to be able to play volleyball here at 
Concordia. I am lucky enough to be part of a success-
ful program with great coaches and great team-
mates. I feel very lucky to be part of this team,” junior 
setter Ellie Veldman said. 
With great power comes great responsibility, and 
this team knows that in order to maintain their top 
ranking, they need to come ready to play everyday.    
It takes a special person to fit into the culture that csp 
volleyball has, and senior libero Tori Hanson knows 
that her team is built for what this pro-gram is all about.
“This team and program are both very special 
because of the people involved. We have 17 strong 
athletes on our team who all have a common goal in 
mind and are determined to excel on and off the court.  
Our coaches do a great job of preparing us  for not only 
volleyball but life after volleyball as well,” Hanson said.
Staying motivated when constantly being on the 
top can be hard as well. The Bears do not get compla-
cent, and they want to get better every day. They 
focus on the present, and worry about what today 
brings instead of worrying about next week. The 
rankings aren’t everything to this squad, they just 
focus on being   the best versions of themselves.
“The rankings don't mean a ton for our team. Our 
conference is extremely competitive, which is our 
ultimate motivator. We know that every game is 
going to be a battle, so it is easy to stay hungry and 
motivated for growth throughout the season,” 
Hanson said. 
The Golden Bears currently have a record of 6-2 
with well over half of their season left. They absolute-
ly know what they need to do to continue this pursuit 
of excellence that this program is so well known for.
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Music Review: The Withered Bloom
BY RYAN SKILLE
E than langemo is currently a senior vocal performance major at Concordia, Saint Paul. He has participated in theater, choir, music 
ensembles, and other activities on campus throughout 
his time here. Langemo’s taste in music is derived 
straight from 70s progressive rock, and its influence 
is evident throughout all of his music. Langemo has 
released two albums in the past, “In Bloom” and “Fruit 
of the Bloom,” which both showcased his experimental 
style combined with unique musical perspectives. In 
August 2021, Langemo released a third album titled, 
“The Withered Bloom,” which takes his already eclectic 
style and combines it with incredible compositional 
skill that he has achieved through the past few years 
of studying music at Concordia.
“The Withered Bloom” takes its listeners on an  
intense, riveting adventure. The opening track, “The  
Musical Egg,” is a groovy, bombastic opening track  
that introduces the protagonist of the story as he  
is literally brought into existence by the listener hearing 
the music. The protagonist is in search of a musical 
egg, which seems to be some extra-dimensional 
object that is desired by many brave adventurers. 
However, the protagonist does not know how to get 
to the musical egg, and is forced to rely on his wits 
to navigate with a little help from the universe in
“Where the Line Leads.” Langemo makes use of some
highly experimental bass solos that seem to twist 
and turn without warning. While the lyrics are pretty 
literal, defining an actual line in the sky that leads off 
into the horizon, it could also represent the fear of
uncertainty that everyone faces as they move through 
different stages in their lives. In the third track, “The 
Shepherd Hermit,” the protagonist finds a small 
cottage that is home to an elderly man who directs the
 protagonist on his next steps as well as offering him 
support and comfort while he stays with the hermit. 
This song is a relaxing lullaby that provides a nice 
contrast to the wild uncertainty of the previous track. 
As the protagonist continues on his journey, he walks 
through some strange, intriguing environments in 
“Walking Through the Forest of Violet Watermelons,” 
a slow ballad that showcases Langemo’s lower 
range and creates a calm, almost ambient feeling. 
Eventually, the protagonist reaches the cusp of 
his adventure, the “Sky Portal Tower.” Unsure of how 
to proceed, the protagonist accidentally falls into a 
portal in the tower and ends up falling through “The 
Eternal Sky,” in which he observes “Clouds Above 
Clouds” as he falls through a seemingly infinite void 
of sky. In a desperate attempt, the protagonist closes 
his eyes as he falls, which leads us into the fever 
dream, “Closed Eye Visions.” This track has some 80s 
pop influences mixed in, as well as more experimental 
psychedelic rock. The protagonist finds himself in 
some sort of maze of mirrors, and in the climax of the 
entire album, “Lady Smoky Diamond,” comes face to 
face with the main antagonist. Lady Smoky Diamond 
is a magical being who seems to be everywhere and 
nowhere at the same time. Eventually, the protagonist 
forces himself free of Lady Smoky Diamond’s spell 
and breaks out of the maze of mirrors. In the closing 
track of the album, “The Island,” the protagonist finds 
that he has reached some sort of island that is also 
the sun. The protagonist finds the musical egg and 
is finally put to rest as the album comes to a close.
Recipe Review: Zucchini Casserole
BY REBECCA BEASLEY
I f you read the title and immediately whispered “it’s hotdish,” I first want to thank you for continuing to read. I will also inform you that it is a casserole. I hope this doesn’t stop you from hearing about one of my favorite recipes I 
only just learned about. This recipe is extremely flexible and very simple. You can 
make it as directed, or you can get creative and make it your own. The recipe is 
from “The Lazy Dish” and the instructions are as follows:
INGREDIENTS:
1 small rotisserie chicken (pulled & shredded)
3 medium-sized zucchinis (diced)
1 (10oz) can cream chicken soup
1 (6oz) box Stove Top chicken stuffing mix
1/2 cup melted butter
1/2 cup sour cream
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Preheat your oven to 350 degrees and grease a 9x13 
baking dish.
2. In a large bowl, melt the butter and then mix with the 
box of dry stuffing mix; set aside HALF of the mixture for 
topping the casserole later.
3. Add the pulled chicken, diced zucchini, cream of chick-
en soup and sour cream to the stuffing and mix well.
4. Spread the mixture into your baking dish and then 
evenly sprinkle the top with your reserved stuffing mixture.
5. Bake, uncovered, in the middle rack for 35-45 minutes 
or until it's warmed through and the top is golden brown.
 The first time I made this, I decided to add more vegetables. I wanted more 
flavor and I had some vegetables in the fridge that I needed to use. I also 
used two boxes of stuffing, one to mix into the casserole and one for topping. 
It stayed crunchy, even as leftovers! If you want more than the mild flavors of 
cream of chicken soup, you can add extra seasonings as I did. I recommend 
minced garlic, chili powder, paprika, and perhaps Italian seasoning. Add what-
ever spices sound good to you. Don’t be shy! You know what flavors you like. 
As for measurements, feel it out. I don’t typically measure spices. This is an easy 
recipe to season and taste before putting it in the oven. 
 My favorite part about this recipe, other than its flexibility, is that the ingre-
dients are simple to keep in the pantry and fridge. Zucchinis are not as fickle as 
strawberries or lettuce. It can stay on the counter or in the pantry for signifi-
cantly longer. Canned goods are cheap and easy to get at Target or at Comet’s 
Cupboard. Don’t be afraid to buy stuffing mix out of season-- the texture it adds 
is a necessary component of this dish. If you don’t have a rotisserie chicken 
lying around, any seasoned and cooked chicken (or tofu) can be mixed in. Even 
the protein can be cooked ahead of time to make this dish quick and easy.
If you’re worried about the time this dish takes in the oven, you can always 
experiment with the crockpot. As I mentioned before, the stuffing does not get 
soggy even if the casserole is left in the fridge for later. The casserole can be 
cooked ahead of time if your schedule requires it. 
 Zucchini casserole can become whatever you need it to be. It can even be a 
hotdish if you’re really passionate about that linguistic difference. It can have as 
many (or as few) vegetables as you choose. It is a good base recipe for those 
beginning to cook, or for those too tired to put in a lot of effort. This casserole is 
great for college students. It has both chicken and vegetables for nutrition and 
sustenance. It feels like something the aunt you never had would make for you 
on a rainy day. It comforts and warms those who eat it.
ARTS & VARIETY
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S abrina wiekeraad is a theatre major here at Concordia Saint Paul University, and she will be graduating at the end of this semester. Sabrina 
has had a hand in theatre since she was about ten 
years old; her first acting role was in a production 
of Wizard of Oz where she played a munchkin.
Wiekeraad has become quite a versatile individual 
since her days in Oz and racked up some notable
accomplishments, not only at Concordia, but in outside
theatre companies as well. Over the past 14 years, 
Sabrina has realized her love for designing and
creating; she designed her first set in 2017 for Children’s
Theatre for Art and Beyond, and her first go at 
costume design was in 2019 for the One-Act show 
Far Away that took place here at Concordia. Since 
becoming a Golden Bear, Wiekeraad has been quite 
the asset: showcasing her talents in Still Life with Iris 
and Twelfth Night, lending her expert cosmetology
skills to the hair and make-up team, consistently 
putting in countless hours in the scenic shop, serving 
as an assistant costume designer in two productions 
of Spring into Dance, sharing her creative vision for
scene pieces for The Tintypes Project and yet to 
come, her set design for this fall’s coming production
of Jesus Christ Superstar. Sabrina is most known for 
Senior Spotlight: Sabrina Wiekeraad
BY XINIA ANDERSON
her stellar stage management abilities in Silent Sky, 
The Tintypes Project, Rabbit Hole, and Ghost Sonata 
which she also acted in. 
 Wiekeraad stays just as busy outside of Concordia 
as well. This past summer, she stage-managed the 
Classical Actors Ensemble production of Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, took part in set crew for the Sherwood 
Yellow Tree Theatre, and is currently prop designing 
for the Children’s Performing Arts Center production 
of Willy Wonka Junior. Following graduation, Wiker-
aad shared that she is hoping to continue her work in 
the theatre in any way possible. 
 She is considering returning to school in order 
to obtain her master’s degree as well as the possi-
bility of moving abroad. Long-term, Wiekeraad 
hopes to try her hand in film making, as she hopes 
to direct a major motion picture and further her 
acting career into television. But before she can 
accomplish her goal of directing on the big screen,
 Wiekeraad will be displaying and harnessing 
her skill in this semester’s production of One-Act 
shows where she will present a small portion of 
a show of her choosing brought to life by other 
members of the theatre department along with her 
other classmates. 
L eigh bardugo began her "Grishaverse," the universe in which most of her books take place, with "Shadow and Bone." Six of Crows acts as 
a companion series following the adventures of a 
rag tag group of misfits and criminals all led by Kaz 
Brekker: a master thief with a plan to make millions 
of dollars. The catch is they have to break into a 
supermax prison where  no one has ever escaped, 
and the crew has bad blood between one another.
What Leigh does is build a fictional world with 
distinct tones. Ketterdam is the capital in which Kaz and 
the gang reside. Inspired by Amsterdam, Ketterdam’s 
dirty with canals and rival criminal organizations 
that control their piece of the city. You can feel the  
seedy undertones as you explore the city with the 
characters. Then they travel to Fredja, a freezing 
country with fishing towns and smaller cities. The  
super max is located in the frigid country and it’s called 
the Ice Court. The prison is actually part of a large 
and beautiful construct that holds several facilities: 
a ball for the royals, a training ground for the soldiers, 
and even an incinerator shaft. The book spends 
enough time in these two places to help the reader 
understand the differences.
What I love about this book are the characters. There 
are six members of this operation, and they all work 
to highlight each other’s strengths or weaknesses.
 Kaz Brekker is a criminal prodigy. He is a master 
Book Review: Six of Crows
BY HAMZA ISMAIL
thief with a very blurred morality compass. He isn’t 
written as a criminal who is a hero. He is a criminal 
through and through and does some questionable 
things throughout the book. Then there is Jesper, the 
team's sharpshooter. He is the opposite of Kaz: 
irresponsible, funny, and a gambler at heart. He works 
as the group’s comic relief, but he is no fool. Inej is 
the team’s spy and known as the Wraith. She is quiet 
and acrobatic, and her skills keep the team alive 
throughout the trip. Wylan is the team’s demolition 
expert, but most importantly, he is the bargaining chip 
Kaz has should his employer turn on him. Matthias and 
Nina round out the fifth and sixth members of the 
group. Leigh handles the enemies-to-lovers troupe   
well enough that their dynamic causes tension and 
unease in the group. Six characters with six different 
points of view is tough. I had trouble in the beginning, 
but the slow growth of camaraderie really adds a 
realistic element to the group. They don’t always like 
each other, but there is a natural chemistry that keeps 
the book interesting. 
 In the end, "Six of Crows" puts six teenagers 
together on a twisted hero’s journey. Their romance, 
action, mystery, and betrayal. I would highly re-
commend this book to anyone who likes fantasy, 
but be warned, there are some bloody moments 




I was drawn to this movie solely because of its colorful icon that caught my eye while scrolling through Netflix. It first looked like it might be just
another kids’ movie that Netflix kind of just threw 
on there, but the second it started, I was hooked.
The animation is very eye-catching and unique. Not to 
mention the colors –- which are absolutely beautiful.
 Every frame is so pleasing to look at. There was 
never one time throughout the entire movie where 
I even remotely disliked how the movie looked. 
Also, the music is so amazing! Not only does it bring 
in aspects of Cuban music to help get the viewer get 
more the setting of the movie, but it also has such 
catchy lyrics to draw people in. I’ve already been 
hearing songs from Vivo being used on TikTok, and 
it makes sense. There are some huge names in mu-
sic that helped with the music or were in the movie.
For instance, the main character, who happens to 
be a kinkajou with a love of music, is voiced by Lin 
Manuel Miranda. Lin Manuel Miranda is the creator 
of famous musicals Hamilton and In The Heights¸ 
along with writing music for Moana. I will definitely 
be listening to the soundtrack more.
 Along with all of that, the story was absolutely 
adorable as well. I won’t spoil anything, but the un-
expected turns make the movie that more engaging. 
Overall, this is definitely a movie I would recommend, 
especially if you want a family friendly, lighthearted 
movie. The reason I gave it four stars, however, is 
because some of the story is really rushed. It never 
really bothered me, but it was definitely noticeable. 
Sometimes, it took me out of the movie, but obviously 
it didn’t ruin it. The emotion behind the story makes 
up for the rush. There are also so many lovable 
characters. One thing I love about this movie is how 
redeeming all the characters are. They all go through 
some sort of character development throughout the 
movie, which makes all of them incredibly relatable. 
That’s always something that can change a movie 
from pretty good to absolutely amazing.
 Overall, Vivo is such a great watch. If you are 
looking for something easy to watch, but still really 
enjoy, I recommend Vivo 100%. It has left an amaz-
ing impression on so many viewers, including me,
and I’m sure it will leave one on you as well.
RELEASED: August 6, 2021
DIRECTED BY: Kirk DeMicco
MUSIC BY: Alex Lacamoire              
RATING: 4/5
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1. A TikTok trend that uses Adam Driver's
voice to praise food
2. an instruction or ordinance
3. CSP Ministry's the of the year:
He_____restores my soul
4. Ida, Irma, Katrina, Harvey, Elsa
5. the last name of Mackenzie Scott's
ex-husband.
6. Sweet Martha's famous product
7. A Jewish holiday marking the new year.
8. A famous Earth, Wind, and Fire song
9. Owner of Space X and wants to colonize
Mars
10. the astrological sign for the first half of
September
11. Country whose official languages are Dari
and Pashto
12. the name of the FDA-approved Pfizer
vaccine
13. the second largest state
14. Minnesota's state flower
14. TikTok trend , enjoys berries and cream
15. both an airline and a virus
16. famous children's author/poet who died 30
years ago on September 24
17. the astrological sign for the second half of
September




1. A TikTok trend that uses Adam Driver's voice to praise food.
2. An instruction or ordinance.
3. csp Ministry's theme of the year: He ____ restores my soul.
4. Ida, Irma, Katrina, Harvey, Elsa.
5. The last name of MacKenzie Scott's ex-husband.
6. Sweet Martha's famous product.
7. A Jewish holiday marking the new year.
9. Owner of Space X and wants to colonize Mars.
12. The name of the fda-approved Pfizer vaccine.
14. TikTok trend, enjoys berries and cream.
15. Both an airline and a virus.





8. A famous Earth, Wind, and Fire song.
10. The astrological sign for the first half of September.
11. Country whose official languages are Dari and Pashto.
13. The second largest state.
14. Minnesota's state flower.
17. The astrological sign for the second half of September. 
18. So ial media represented by a bird.
